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EDITORS EXPECT TO !TRACK TEAM LS
HAVE 1925 PRISMS READY FOR NEW GIGANTIC HOAX REGARDING
HERE JUNIOR WEEK HAMPSHIRE MEET
New Features to Be Embodied in
Annual Book; Fewer Copies
Ordered
Final proofs of the 1925 Prism have
been corrected and forwarded to the
Every effort willpublishing company. 
be made to have the books delivered on
the campus during Junior Week.
A pencil drawing of President Little
h% Francis Weatherbee '26, twelve pages
ol campus views (in colors) on pebbled
paper. a ten page section devoted to the
R.O.T.C. containing pictures of all com-
anies and company commanders, arelome of the unique features of the edi-
tion.
The book consists of 336 pages, pro-
iliselv illustrated, and is a complete rec-
rd of the past year. Pictures of all
fraternities and honor societies, all ath-
letic teams, their captains and managers,
and individual photographs of all jun-
iors are included. It will be bound in
tilack imitation leather on which is 4:ft-
.:I-me(' a suitable design.
A special section has been devoted to
:he Winter Carnival and the Intramural
Athletic Association. and there is a page
in memory of Arthur Leroy Huston, a
member of the class of 1925 who was
drowned last April. Activities of the
Women's Branch of the Athletic As-
sociation are covered completely in the
general athletic section. edited by Stanley
R. Hyde.
The grinds, edited by Aura C. Coburn,
have been somewhat reformed. There
are the customary six pages of incrim-
.7atory snapshots, but in other respects
the department is different. In the pastø
it has been customary to lampoon indi-
viduals: this year, the Prism has a
grudge against certain systems of in-
struction and college customs.
There is a burlesque on the Univer-
sity catalog. the "author" of which is
charged with "deliberate distortion of
the truth." A travesty on a text book
holds up to ridicule the pedantic prac-
tice of annotating voluminously every-
thing that was ever written in a credit-
able style. In one sketch, the "Carnival
King" is "crowned" with a sledge ham-
mer. and in a short farce, an anonymous
writer proves the thesis that professors
are "just plain human." One feature is
a :et of specimen examinations "re-
quired for exit from the University of
Maine."
In general, however, the Prism is a
record rather than a symposium of un-
dergraduate wit and humor. To avoid
the necessity of cutting prices next year.the hoard has ordered 100 less copies
than are usually delivered. After theC . pies already paid for are distributed.
there will be hut 150 books for general
circulation. If the supply is exhausted
'before June, additional copies will be
rdered. hut if not, the book will be out
print next year. This step has been
taken on the recommendation of the fac-
ulty advisor to insure against financial
difficultie5.
i tt leThe. 
Prism is dedicated to President
Charles E. Johnson is the editor
and Da‘i 
c. 
Jacobs is the business man-
Flowers Bloom in New
Greenhouse
Snow Has No Effect
x
This is snapdragon time at the
ney‘' greenhouse, and all the potted
Plant g have made a good start.
ns of every flower studied
liY Floriculture students arc grow-ing and the surplus blossoms areking sold. There is always agood demand for plants, especially
efir.oiiums. Occasionally some-
obeys the suggestion "Say it
dowers." and secures a free
cu.t. Mr. Beal, in charge of
greenhouse, says that next
':ir he expects to have a greater
'Y of cut B iwers. including
• chrysanthemums, and car-
' aiitins.
4
Men in Good Condition, Kanaly
Says; Hope for Dry Field
—5'—
The University of Maine track team
will meet the University of New Hamp-
shire team on Alumni field next Satur-
day. The Varsity-Freshmen meet sched-
uled for last Saturday was cancelled on
account of the snow. This meet would
have enabled Coach Kanaly to watch
both teams in competition. However, the
performance of the squad at a trial held
last week was better than he expected,
considering the lack of practice on ac-
count of the rain and the poor condi-
tion of the track. Coach Kanaly said.
He stated that the squad was in very
good physical condition and that the cin-
ders would be equally as good.
A partial list of the entries of the
Maine team are: 100 and 220 yard dashes,
Lawry, Cahill and one to be chosen; 440
yard run. Eaton, Moody, Burnham,
Weatherbee; 880 yard run, Murray, Hill-
man, Capt. Ames and two to be chosen;
one mile run, Capt. Ames, Hillman, Pat-
ten, Gero and one to be chosen; two mile
run. Raymond, Noyes, Hart, Patten; 120
high hurdles, Ring, True, Lincoln; 220
yard hurdles, Stevens, Standish, Gid-
dings and two to be chosen; high jump,
Houghton. Plummer, Giddings and two
to be chosen; broad jump, Lawry, Kelly,
Larrabee. and two to be chosen; pole
vault. Snow, MacGill, Trask, Wood;
shot put. Jackson, Elliott and three to be
chosen; hammer throw, Fraser, Bar-
rows; discus throw, Barrows, Jackson,
Horsman and two to be chosen; javelin
throw, Baxter. Linnekin, Chalmers,
orsenn.
The track prospects are not considered
very bright at the University of New
Hampshire as the track was in a bad
condition and due to the loss of seven
letter men by graduation. It is expected
that New Hampshire will be fairly
strong in both the high and low hurdles
and rather weak in field events as they
have only one letter man in the weights.
St
ELECT EDITORS OF
CAMPUS FOR 1924
—m—
The editorial board of The Campus,
at its meeting Wednesday noon, elected
members of the executive committee for
1924-25 as follows:
Editor-in-chief: Charles E. Johnson.
Managing Editor: Aura E. Coburn.
Junior Editor: Theodore Rowe.
Business Manager: Robert Turner.
Circulation Manager: Stuart Chapman.
Athletic Editor (Men): Clyde G. Pat-
ten.
Athletic Editor (Women): Anne Sar-
gent.
Alumni Editor: Julia MacDougal.
Social Editor: Arlene Ware.
Specials Editor: Margaret Ward.
Chapel Editor: Pearl Graffam.
News Editor: Austin Wilkins.
Exchange Editor: Irvin Kelley.
51 
Two Letter Men
—u—
Eight mcn arc now in college who have
made the 'varsity letter in two major
sports:
"Jackie" Jackson—Football and Track.
"Louie" Horsman—Basketball and
Track.
"Crabby" Newell—Basketball and Base
hall.
"Rep" Repscha—Football and Base-
ball.
"Fat" Lunge—Football and Baseball.
"011ie" Berg—Basketball and Cross
Country.
"Drewpie" Stearns—Baseball and
Track.
"Jack" Jowett—Bascball and Basket-
ball.
Among the letter men in Hockey, a
minor sport, are three men who have
made major sport letters :
"Bill" Elliot—Football and Hockey.
"Jim" Blair—Football and Hockey.
"Drewpie" Stearns—Baseball, Track,
and Hockey.
"LOCOMOTIVE LION" NOW
LAID BARE BY PROFESSOR
SI
Conscientious Faculty Member Admits That Legend About
The "Lion" Being a Relic of the Veazie Railroad
Is a Ridiculous Myth; Owner Regarded
The Ancient Engine as a Heap
Of Junk 25 Years Ago
MAINE'S PRICELESS RELIC—THE "LOCOMOTIVE LION"
111" CLUB SHOW TO
EQUAL EXPECTATIONS
The best stage settings, the most at-
tractive costumes ever seen on the cam-
pus are included in the "M" Club's big
minstrel show, the Twentieth Century
Musical Revue which will be presented
in the chapel May 2.
One hundred persons, if) girls and 50
men, comprise the cast, and many special-
ty acts are in store for the audience.
Eight (lancing girls and nine merry min-
strels will contrbute a good deal to the
evening's entertainment.
A ten piece orchestra will accompany
the chorus and the lighting effects will
be the same as those used in a Bangor
show. Harold F. Moon, who is direct-
ing the project. will remove the present
stage equipment on the Wednesday be-
fore the show, and will set up his own
scenery, which he is assuring the players
will leave little to be desired.
Reserved seats are now on sale at the
bookstore. Indications are that there
will be few left by the last of next week.
51
Seniors All orders for caps and
gowns must be in at the University
Store by May 1st.
-
MASQUE AND DOMINO
TO PLAY "ICEBOUND"
—m--
The Masque and Domino Society are
working hard on the play they will pre-
sent on Thursday evening, May 8. The
play, "Icebound." by Owen Davis won
the Pulitzer Prize last year as the best
American play produced during the
theatrical season of 1922-3. It treats
the life in the small villages of Maine
and contains both light and serious parts.
The cast, who are rehearsing several
times a week under the direction of Pro-
fessor Mark Bailey, are as follows:
Henry Jordan Edward Engel
Emma, his wife Lynette Walker
Nettie. her daughter Clara Peabody
Sadie Fellows, a widow Mary Harris
Orin, her son Daniel Webster
Ella Jordan, the unmarried sister
Florence Gushee
Ben Jordan
Doctor Curtis
Judge Bradford
Jane Crosby
Hannah
Jim Jay. deputy sheriff
Plan now to attend the state
meet at Lewiston, May 17.
Kenneth MacGregory
Chester Cambell
Robert Hamlet
Anna Torrens
Crystal Hughes
William Bailey
Student Senate To Legislate On
Smoking In College Buildings
At the last meeting of the Men's
Student Senate, the main topic
under discussion was whether or
not smoking should be prohibited
in the various buildings of the
University. This proposition was
presented to the Senate some time
ago by Dean Boardman who re-
ports that the fire insurance com-
pany that underwrites these build-
ings threatens to raise the rate be-
cause of the increase in fire haz-
ard that the practice of smoking
leads to.
`61
Two Mier reasons taken into
c•insiderati.in were the unkempt
appearance that half burnt matches
and cigar and cigarette "butts"
impart to the buildings; and also,
the annoyance it causes people
who do not smoke. Dean Board-
Man mentioned a number of large
universities where this rule is in
effect and believes that the ma-
jority of the undergraduates will
be in favor of this ruling. The
Senate plans to take a "straw"
vote to determine the sentiment of
the student body.
—4, The "Locomotive Lion" which reposes
in state behind Alumni Hall, a revered
relic of the original Veazie railroad, is
a rank imposter, the Campus has learned
on good authority. It never ran on the
Veazie road, but on the "Portland" line,
and was presented to the University soon
after 1900, after it had been condemned
as worthless scrap iron, and of little his-
torical value.
The tradition that the "lion" was one
of the first locomotives to run on the
Bangor and Piscataquis line, the second
railroad in the United States, is entirely
unfounded, according to a member of
the faculty who ought to know.
Of the early history of the "Lion"
little is known. It was one of the loco-
motives used on the "Portland" line, but
was discarded many years ago. During
sr celebration in Portland to commemo-
rate the conclusion of the Spanish Amer-
ican War, it was one of the exhibits on
a float. Before the parade was over, the
float collapsed, and the owners made no
effort to remove their relic. Soon after-
wards, it was shipped to the University
(Continued on Page Pony)
M. C. A. Nominates
The M.C.A. cabinet at a recent meet-
ing decided to hold a student election for
the officers of the association for next
year. The election will be held in Alum-
ni Hall Tuesday, April 29, from 1 to 5.
All men students who are interested
the welfare and work of the M.C.A. are
eligible to vote, and are requested to do
The following nominations were made:
President and Vice-president: Frank
Hussey. Chick Evans, Hervey Bean;
Secretary: Fred Armes, Dick Doloff,
Earle Ryder; Treasurer: Austin Wil-
kins, Mac McDonald.
Chairman of Committees: Handbook,
McDonald, Clare Brown; Deputation,
Fat Cambell, Harry Candage; Publicity,
Stan Hyde, Gordon Falt ; Campus Ser-
vice, Prescott Thornton, Leroy Dawson;
Entertainment, Fred Newhall, James P.
Boyden; Missionary. George Gruhn,
Stuart, Chapman; Church-Relationship,
Trask, Dooey.
51
Balentine Board Walk Is
Reported Unsafe
—n---
Co eds Fear Injury
Some of the co-eds are going
to take out accident policies if the
Balentine board walk is left in its
present dangerous state. To navi-
gate it successfully requires sea
legs, and too often a sprint to a
first hour class ends in an ignomin-
ious tumble. At other times the
gentle, undulating motion of the
walk is reminiscent of the "Wh:p"
at Coney Island. Its numerous
cracks and crevices are the deposi-
tory for lost articles, and it the
planks are ever taken up there will
be a harvest of hairpins, pencils,
and pens, etc., that will rival the
"Lost and found" box in the Reg-
istrar's office.
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How the Wind Bloweth
April 21. 1024
Mr. E. C. Cutting,
Editor—Campus,
Dear Mr. Cutting:
I have noticed with a great deal of in-
_ 
terest the encouraging fact that matters
of fundamental value to the University
are being frankly and freely discussed in
the editorial columns of the Campus as
well as in the letters of its correspon-
dent s.
;on anxious, therefore, to bring to
the attention of the undergraduate body
the showing made by various national
fraternities and sororities at the Student
Volunteer Conference which was held on
the campus February 29-March 2 of this
year. At that time I wrote the heads of
the men's fraternities outlining in a gen-
eral way the purposes of the conference
and urging the participation of a large
number of the undergraduate body. I
tried to point out that it was a big op-
portunity to obtain material of great edu-
cative value as well as to help the Uni-
versity.
The figures which I give below are
compiled partly from those on file at the
Registrar's office and partly from the
official list of registrants at the confer-
ence. They are as follows:
Fraternity No. in No. at % at
Frat. Conf. Conf.
Alpha Sigma Mu 28 10 36
Phi Kappa Sigma 33 6 18
Sigma Phi Sigma 26 4 16
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 42 6 14
Phi Eta Kappa 38 4 11
Kappa Sigma 37 3 8
Phi Mu Delta 37 3 8
Sigma Nu 37 3 8
Alpha Tau Omega 34 2 6
Delta Tau Delta 31 2 6
Theta Chi 40 2 5
Sigma Chi 38 1 3
Beta Theta Pi 30 0 0
Lambda Chi Alpha 29 0 0
Phi Epsilon Pi 19 0 0
Phi Gamma Delta 36 0 0
Sorority No. in No. at % at
Sorority Conf. Conf.
Delta Delta Delta 23 17 74
Pi Beta Phi 15 5 33V3
Phi Mu 17 4 24
Chi Omega 15 3 20
Nlpha Omicron Pi 16 2 121/2
From the above figures there may be
gleaned some idea of the difficulties met
with in starting any project of an edu-
cative value other than those actually
proscribed as course work. The frater-
nities are supposed to be leaders in all
types of desirable campus activities. The
figures given are not of course a basis
for final valuation as to the activity of
any particular organization. It is, how-
ever, a somewhat interesting straw and
as such possibly indicates the way the
wind blows. At all events, I believe that
there is in the situation food for thought.
Sincerely yours,
C. C. Little
Spring Again
Spring is here! How do we know?
certainly not by the weather. But there
are standard signs by which we always
recognize Spring. We awake in the
morning to find a beautiful day. With
joy in our hearts, and our books under
our arm, we start gaily for class. Over-
head %% bite clouds are floating across a
deep blue sky. As we watch them, our
eyes are caught by some blackbirds fly-
ing along—suddenly utter blackness! A
- -
few moments later, as we arise from the
ground we say, "Did some one hit me?"
Even as we wat9e the mystery is ex-
plained. A student on his way to class
steps blithely upon a loose board in the
board walk, and is immediately "crowned"
with the other end of the board as it
flies up. This time we proceed more
cautiously with our eyes on the ground
instead of on the heavens. What! now
our new spring outfit is all spattered with
mud! Wrathfully we look after the de-
parting "bug" as it speeds on its way
quite unaware of the mischief it has
done. Deciding that the walks are dan-
gerous to the constitution, and roadways
to the vocabulary we decide to try the
grass. Oh how soft it is underfoot, I
do believe the trees are beginning to
bud. Crash,—who tripped me? As we
look around for some lurking enemy we
discover we have tripped over a board
that reads "Keep Off the Lawns!" With
a sigh we hunt up a cement walk and
stick to this for the rest of the day,
thankful that spring comes but once
a year.
S. J. R.
Spring Schedule
The following is the spring athletic
schedule at the University of Maine:
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Wtd. Apr. 23—Brown at Providence
'1 hurs. Apr. 24—Conn. Aggies at Storrs
Fri. Apr. 25—R. I. State at Kingston
Sat. Apr. 26—Tufts at Medford
Mon. May 5—Harvard at Cambridge
Tues. May 6--N.H. Univ. at Durham
Sat. May 10—Bates at Orono
May 14—Bowdoin at Brunswick
Wed. May 2I—Colby at Waterville
Fri. May 23—Tufts at Orono
Sat. May 24—Bates at Lewiston
Sat. May 31—Bowdoin at Orono
Wed. June 4—Colby at Orono
Sat. June 7—N.H. Univ. at Orono
FRESHMAN BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Sat. Apr. 26—Higgins Classical Inst.
at Orono
Wed. Apr. 30—
Sat. May 3—Kent's Hill at Orono
Wed. May 7—Varsity vs. Freshmen
Fri. May 9—Westbrook Sem. at
Orono
Sat. May 10—Hebron at Orono
Wed. May 14—
Fri. May 16—Coburn Classical at
Waterville
Wed. May 21—
Fri. May 23—Coburn Classical at
Orono
Sat. May 31—Higgins at Charleston
Sat. June 7—N.H. State Freshmen
at Durham
TRACK SCHEDULE
Sat. Apr. 26—N.H. Univ. at Orono
Sat. May 3—Interscholastics at
Orono
Sat. May 10—Hebron Acad.—Fresh-
men at Orono
Sat. May 17—Maine Intercollegiates
at Lewiston
sat. May 24—N. England Intercol-
legiates at Cambridge
Sat. May 31—I.C.A.A.A.A. at Cam-
bridge
TENNIS SCHEDULE
Sat. May 10—Bates at Lewiston
Wed.-Thurs. May 14-15—State Meet
at Orono
Sat. May 24—Colby at Waterville
Pending —Boston University
Wed.
Secondary Schools
To Compete Friday
The Annual Prize Speaking Contest
for the Secondary Schools of Maine will
be held in the chapel Friday afternoon
and evening. The preliminary contest.
to select eight speakers for the final
competition in the evening, will com-
mence at 2 o'clock. The speeches in the
evening will begin at 8 o'clock. The
admis,  is free and all students and
members of the faculty are cordially
invited. The contestants and the schools
they represent are as follows:
Bangor high School, Miss Josephine
Patterson; Brewer High School, Miss
Christine Sargent; Cony High School,
Miss Janet Chase; East Maine Confer-
ence Seminary. Miss Ethel Saunders;
Edward Little High School, Miss Altic
Webber; Hampden High School, Mr.
Amos Rowell; Kent's Hill Seminary,
Miss Doris French; Maine Central In-
stitute. Miss Ruth Mudgett; Old Town
High School, Miss Helen Spruce: Orono
High School, Mr. James Ashworth:
Rockland High School, Mr. Abraham
Fein; Stephens High School, Miss Mar-
garet McCarthy; Washington Academy.
Mr. Lowell Vose; Waterville High
School, Mr. Leonel Rodrigue.
CORRESPONDENCE
Editor-in-Chief,
Maine Campus,
Dear Sir:
I wish to tell you that I te:1 eve the
editorial of last week on spring camp of
the R.O.T.C. was entirely uncalled for.
1 do not think the general attitude
toward the camp is as the article ex-
pressed the matter.
In the first place, how many students
are going to mourn because they are los-
ing a few days of instruction? I have
heard many complaints to the effect that
there are too few holidays, but I never
saw any grieving over too many. What
do the last few classes prior to exami-
nations amount to anyway? There is
never any real work done in them.
Again, the statement was made that
the expense for camp would be from
eight to ten dollars. May I ask from
whom the writer received that informa-
tion? The amount will not exceed $7.00
and those students residing in the dormi-
tories will have their board rebated for
that week. In the beginning, there was
some discussion as to whether the camp
should be held in Newport or Augusta.
The R.O.T.C. members were told that
the cost of going to Augusta would
probably be eight or nine dollars, yet,
regardless of that, 50% of the corps
voted for Augusta.
The editorial also states that "some,
strange as it may seem, would rather
follow the regular schedule of college
work than live in pup tents for five
days." Doubtless the writer of the edi-
torial will make something of himself
some day, if he goes through life with
that studious point of view. He admits
that it seems strange, and it does. I
ask, who would not rather spend the
five days out of doors, with swimming,
sports, and physical development as well
as mental coordination, than cooped up
in classrooms in June?
I have yet to see the serious effect of
a group of students getting through their
examinations with nothing to do a few
days before Commencement. All but
the Seniors will probably go home, and
the Seniors should know enough to be
able to take care of themselves for a
week. If they don't, they can come
along to military camp also.
In the remainder of the editorial, the
gist of the affair seems to be from a
monetary standpoint. I shall be deeply
sorry if anyone is injured financially by
the money they pay to attend military
camp. As to who was responsible for
making camp compulsory seems to be
aside from the matter now, when the so-
called unfair deed has been done. The
faculty have ruled the week off, and any
sentiment contrary to their ruling is dis-
loyal both to the faculty and the Uni-
versity. I should be pleased to talk with
anyone who is as dissatisfied as the
writer of the editorial.
Very respectfully yours,
W. Wesley Patterson.
 14 
Symphony Coming
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra will
come to Alumni Hall for a concert again
this year on Wednesday, April 30th at 8
o'clock. Last year their concert was a
success in spite of extremely unfavorable
weather, and a much larger audience is
hoped for this year.
The Arts Club is acting as guarantor
for the Concert, and the proceeds will go
to the University Band, and to the Sym-
pb.my Orchestra Endowment Fund.
Tickets will be on sale by the members
of the University Band, and at the Uni-
versity Store.
Phi Sigma
--m—
Phi Sigma, the honorary biological so-
ciety initiated Tuesday night, eight stu-
dents and four faculty members and one
honorary member, Dr. Barbara Hunt of
Bangor.
The faculty members are Prof. Henry
M. Halverson, Dwieht Demerritt, Dr.
Karl Sax, and Dr. John Gowen.
The students are Eghert M. Andrews
of Gray, John A. Small of Newport,
Howard Reiche of Portland, David Ja-
cobs of Lawrence, Mass., Frank Hussey
of Presque Isle. Dwight L. Moody of
Danforth. Joseph Murray of Hampden
and Hervey Bean of Vienna.
Elections to Phi Kappa Phi are as fol-
lows: Mary Lillian Copeland. Cecil
(;ladstone Garland. Francis Edward
Handy, Beatrice Winnif red Johnson,
Ethelyn Marcia Percival, Ellen Victoria
Pierson, Clifford Sanford Reynolds.
Schedule For Infra-
Mural Tennis Matches
-54---
The schedule of the Intra-mural tennis
tournament has been arranged as fol-
lows. Beta Theta Pi, Sigma Nu and Sig-
ma Chi fraternities will arrange a date
before the new schedule starts to play off
last year's tournament. This year each
organization will arrange with their op-
ponent for a court and a time for playing
(preferably one of the two dates given).
Failure to report will mean that a team
is disqualified.
The schedule:
Sigma Phi Sigma
vs
Sigma Nu
Theta Chi
VS
Phi Omega Delta
Beta Theta Pi
vs
Commons
Semi-Finals. May 21 or 22
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
April 30 or MayVS
Delta Tau Delta
Kappa Sigma
VS
Phi Eta Kappa
Phi Kappa Sigma
v S
Lambda Chi Alpha
Semi-Finals. May 21 or 22
Phi Mu Delta
vs April 30 or May 1
Alpha Gamma Rho
Sigma Chi
VS
Alpha Tau Omega
Phi Gamma Delta
vs
Phi Epsilon Pi
Semi-Finals. May 21 or 22
Finals will be played off at some
to he arranged later.
 It 
April 30 or May 1
April 30 or May 1
April 30 or May 1
April 30 or May 1
April 30 or May
Alpha Gamma Rho
April 30 or May 1
April 30 or May 1
time
On Friday, April 18, the Alpha Gam-
ma Rho Fraternity held its spring initi-
ation and banquet. The faculty speakers
were Professor George E. Simmons,
Professor Corbett and Professor E. R.
Hitchiner. Professor Simmons, as
toastmaster, made the evening a decided
success.
George Hilton '24, John P. Downing
'25. Kenneth E. McFadden '26, John E.
Le Plant '25 and Robert Stewart '26
were the student speakers.
The initiates: Donald H. Ridley '27,
Sanford; 0. W. Small '27, Farmington;
Alton L. Best '27, Allentown, Pa.; Ger-
ald Keene '27, Bridgton.
Phi Mu Tea
M
A charmingly appointed tea was given
April 15th by the members of the Phi
Mu sorority at the home of Mrs. John
Huddilston in honor of Mrs. Beryl
Molleson of Ithaca, New York, presi-
dent of Beta Province.
The guests were received by Mrs.
Huddilston, Mrs. Molleson, Kathleen
Mahoney and Ruth Waterhouse. The
guests consisted of representatives of
each sorority and their patronesses. Miss
Aileen Bennett poured, assisted by the
Misses Rachel Huddilston. Shirley Rob-
erts, Betty Hunt, Anna Sargent, Helen
Mayo and Kathleen Hunt.
14 
Varsity Tennis
The prospects for a winning varsity
tennis team are very good this year as
practically all of the men of last year's
team are still on the campus. The team
will be led by Bruce Davenport who is
captain this year.
Practice has been carried on in the
gymnasium thus far but the out door
courts will be in condition soon.
The schedule for this year:
May 10—Bates, Lewiston
Wed.-Thurs., May 14-15—State meet,
Orono
Sat. May 24—Colby, Waterville
Pending—Boston University
Will Nominate for
A. A. Board Tuesday
There will be a meeting of the nom.-
nating committee of the Athletic Associ-
ation. Tuesday, April 29, 1924, at 7 P.M
in 3 Alumni Hall, to make nominations
for the officers of the Athletic Associa-
tion for the year 1924-1925. The officer
to be elected are: president, vice-presi-
dent. senior member, and secretary. Four
candidates for each office are nominated
The nominating committee is composed
of one representative from each frater-
nity and sorority, and representatives of
non-fraternity students in the ratio of
one representative for each 40 or major
fraction thereof.
The election will be held Tuesday.
May 13. 1924, from 1 to 5 P.M.
14 
Miss Arnold in Spain
Miss Frances Arnold of the Spanish
Department who was granted a leave of
absence for study in Spain is now in
Madrid. Miss Arnold sailed June 21
from N. Y. taking a tour thru Southern
France and Spain, later attending the
fall and winter courses at the Centro
Estudios Historicos.
During the first few months of her
stay in Madrid, she lived at the Institut°
Internacional, a school founded by an
American woman to provide a home for
American girls studying in Spain, but
which now forms a part of the Resi-
dencia de Senortas.
At present thru the kindly efforts of
Senorita Maria de Maeztu, directora del
Grupo de Sefioritas, she is pleasantly lo-
cated in a cultured Spanish family where
no English is spoken.
Miss Arnold leaves Spain soon to 1.1,
it France and Italy, returning home
June.
Spring Camp
"Plans for the spring camp are by no
means complete as yet," says Major
Glover, "but we shall expect in another
week to be able to give the Campus a
fairly complete outline of the program."
"We are now working hard on the
arrangements for railroad transporta-
tion, equipment, preparation of the camp
site, food supplies, and what is most
important of all—the cooks."
The reporter mentioned that a good
many fellows were worrying as to
whether they would be required to wear
their blouses or coats at the camp.
Major Glover laughed heartily at this
and said. "Certainly not. Tell them they
will probably take them down, but they
will be worn only for formal dress."
M 
Hardy's Tivoli Orchestra of Worces-
ter will be the attraction at the Junior
Prom, May 10. It is rarely indeed that
such music as this is heard on the cam-
pus, as those who attended the Winter
Carnival will testify. Hardy's Orches-
tra is composed of seven pieces. They
play regularly at Hotel Bancroft and
the Copley Plaza. It was previously
understood that this orchestra would be
at the Track Club Cabaret, but, such is
not the case. The Junior Prom will be
the last opportunity to hear them this
seas, ,n.
Co-ed (on telephone)—"Hello."
Man—"Hello, Ruth. Do you know
who this is?"
Co-ed—"I'm awfully sorry, Arthur.
hut I don't seem to recognize your
yoke. "—Varnish.
WANTED
Men and women for fast
selling household article. To
persons demonstrating their
success I have an attractive
Proposition.
Carlton H. Macomber '08
Quaker Hill
Portsmouth, R. I.
Get Extra Credits at Home
More than -150 courses in llistory. English. Mathematics.Chernistry.
7.0,)1(szy. M kirrn Languages, Economics. PhIl4soPhy•
tbe Mnibtrsitp ef ebirago
en ELLIS MALL
5ocio101...y. etc..
are given by correspondence. Learn how the a edit they yield may
be applied on your o Aleee pr 'gram. Catalog describing cour9es fully,
furnished on request. Write today.
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In Planning The
Junior Week
House Party
the greatest assurance of suc-
cess in proportion to the ex-
pense is in the decorations.
DENNISON GOODS
meet :,)ractically all require-
ments.
Jur stock is complete at all
'Imes, and special orders are
filled immediately
Dillingham's
B.L: or. Maine
Cornell University
Summer Session
in LAW
FIRST TERM. JUNE 23 TO JULY 30
CONTRACT, Professor Ballan-
tine. of the Univ. of Minnesota
Law Faculty.
PROPERTY, Mr. Whiteside. of
the Cornell Law Faculty.
WILLS. Professor Vance. of the
Yale Law Faculty.
INSURANCE. Professor Vance.
PRACTICE. Professor McCaskill,
of the Cornell Law Faculty.
PARTNERSHIP, Professor Stev-
ens. of the Cornell Law Faculty.
SECOND TER M. JULY 31 TO SEPT. 5
CONTRACT. continued.
AGENCY. Mr. Whiteside.
PRIVATE CORPORATIONS,
Professor Stevens.
TRUSTS, Professor Scott. of the
Harvard Law Faculty.
DAMAGES. Professor Dobie, of
the Univ. of Virginia Law Fac-
ulty.
T %NATION, Professor Dobie.
Students may begin the study of
1:ia in the summer session.
1 r catalog, address the
College of Law, Ithaca, N. Y.
_  
The Stetson Shoe
"Quality Unexcelled"
LATEST COLLEGIATE
MODELS
c)rders taken
by
GINGER FP.ASER
S. A. E. House Tel. 120
HAVE
Thf0 U
NOTICED
•
The Musical Club's trip to Philadel-
phia?
No more flapjacks?
"Chet" Ring has returned?
S.A.E. reunion at the Chateau?
Dr. Ellis giving a real cut?
How the freshman girls rope in the
pins?
The "keep-off-the-grass" signs?
The blackbird serenades?
"Pat" has fallen again?
Dinner Parties
The board of Trustees have formally
accepted an offer from the local chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa ahich will establish
a scholarship for a student doing gradu-
ate work in the Arts and Sciences.
This Scholarship prosides a year's
free tuition in the Graduate School. and
the award is not restricted. as in case of
the other sch.ilarships offered by the
University. to members of the graduat-
ing class. The recipient r.eed not he a
member of Phi Beta Kappa, and may be
a graduate of another college or tmiver-
city.
A nys interested shoteol c or: stilt with
Dean Stevens or Dean Chase for further
information in regard to form of appli-
cation. This should be done as soon as
possi`;e. 50 that the award may be made
before Commencement
New Scholarship
—w —
Otte of the splendid results of the
discussion groups established by Sher-
wood Eddy is the weekly dinner parties
Sorority Pledges arranged between Mt V en301:1 ad Balen-
-w — 
tine. Each Wednesday night fifteen
The following girls were pledged to girls from Mt Vern are to come to
sororities following announcement of "alv":.me for dinner and fifteest„E"1:en-
mid semester ranks of the spring term: tine 
g:r', 
sgoto 
t, 
Veln°11- The first
Pi Beta Phi: Florence MacKirk 7.7„ eicr."174.: was Last Wednesdayand was
Bangor: Bessie Muzzy '77. Greenfield_ vu_er-v successful 
,
rpose of this ex-
Ine, 
girls all enjoyed
paDelta Delta Delta: Elizabeth Sawyer res The
- change is to further the friendship he-
tweets the gXls each horose and to
substitute Malec spirit for dormitory
spirit
'27. Bangor.
Alpha Omicron Pi: Olivia Newcomb
27. Carmel.
Kappa Nu Alpha: Harriet Page Z,
Orono.
FRESHMEN AT MICHIGAN P A Y TOR
Class SPIRIT
The fre,hman class of Michigan Uni-
versity will have to foot a bill of over
fifty dollars for the removal of a flag
bearing the numerals of 1927 from the
top of the flag staff. The banner was
hoisted into posittot and the rope cut,
making it impossible to lower the flag
without climbing to the top of the mast
Arrangements have been made to have
a man climb the role and straighten
things out.—The Tech.
RIGHT!
Cub reporter—"Say. d'ya know where
I can get a good story—something ex-
citing?"
Roommate—"Sure. I know where yea
can get a dandy divorce story right here
on the campus."
Reporter (excitedly.)—"Say. is that
so? Tell me where. quick"
Roommate—"Library. Ask for 'Don
Juan'."—Long Distance.
Diernand: "Fat, why are you mailing
all the empty envelopes?"
Edstrom: "I'm cutting classes in a
correspor.dence school."
 54 
Rum—Ho hum! There's nothing new
under the sun.
Bum—No. and there's also a lot of
old stuff puled off under the moon.
In order to get some first-hand in-
formation on the life a hobo leads, a
stodent at Ohio State tried it one night.
After making up his appearance to fit
the role. he went out seeking a place to
spend the night. The object of the ex-
periment was to get accurate material
for the Sociology class.
x 
COLLEGIATE TAKE TO WINGS
Oberlin College students recently held
a Wing Collar Day. All those who did
not appear thusly attired were severely
penalized.—Ex.
DEAN WANTS A Lin.?
Students having cars at Ohio Wes-
leyan are required to register them with
the dean. if they wi-h to continue driv-
ing them. No fee is charged for reg-
i s trat ion. —Clan. Bearcat.
He: Who was the first radio expert
mentioned in the Bible?
She: I couldn't guess.
Ile: Adam He had a loud speaker
• made from his spare parts.—.V. E. Tech.
Soph "Are you taking anyone to the
Prom?"
Frosh: "Nope, I'd rather go to Eu-
rope this summer."—Conn. Comps,.
boy (outside a zebra cage)—
is that a white horse with blade stripes
or a ',lark horse with white stripes?
Colored hoy—Neither, that's a sport
model Jar k Ass. •
Lats. to bed
And early to rise,
Kreps the dear brothers
From wearing my ties.
BASE BALL
AND
TENNIS GOODS
at
F. C. PARK
Hardware
Orono
 •
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PER HAPS His RESTTNG
A f one:- chi:d prodigy who read a- :
he was two years old. an:
.ted from Harvard at the age.
_7 years. is now wr...riGng an
ooOnie His salary is S?..3 a wtt'a
—T'groterito Next
FILLERS
m:
eye?-
Mate :
I foright for it.."—Red
Customer: -rd hie to see sorneig_
clamp in a straw hat'
Shop Assistant. "'Try v'to: ....re in. The
mirroris or your left"
Recere'ya 5Z.7111 -ir:tt was S at. Yale
Univer,ity cr the Vorstead Aso Orely
•"., 55 from a of 222 were in farce.
.f the
"Milo gave you that biack
-V hody oey-_i-ozog
CO-EDS WANT *--It
rr.in-rity group Innold
snvylcing MOM it was
worneet'S stnelem gormameet
Eleven cf the colleges and tmivasines
represe-ted had no rule aagames: sosok-
iog. and one college repe rod a onle pa-
lart.frag studs to sanoice-3eotes Us-
rersity.
it
: 'lave a
lea re e the
'ninety. cnidents in the department of
military science and tactics in the Lm-
vet's-ti- of Ohio. were suspended from
the University recently and deprived of
univers:ty ilegr4 for the re-mak:-
ler of the o_ ':tr. Credit for work
!I,ine in other : :i-ses than en'otary sci-
will a: 0 1-5r 'St COCtirJed toes-
:-used absences were e,en as the came
for the ensim. according to Colonel
:orruandant.
China boasts the oldest •=iverkty
the world. It is the White Deer Gretto
Urtiversity Kiangsi provosce. It was
founded in 90) A_D and it antedates
Salerno. the oldest European university.
—11°"`ef - Chalmers,
NO one evergets tired of
Melachrinos—
their unfailing
quality is a con-
stant satisfaction.
ORIGINAL 11===111==zr:Cm=103
MELACHRINO
"The One Cigarette Sold the World Over"
Penobscot Grill
169 Exchange St.
BANGOR
Pay us a visit when in town
CAMPBELL'S INC.
14o-iiro cor,_11-a4os. DY., BANGOR. MI.
The hest place to bey your athletic supplies and sporting goods
-A Safe Place to Trade"
Make -a:- store pour Baraeor Headquarters_
Yen MOS/ wekome_
I. 
WATCH FOR
Big Bowling Contest
TO START
AT THE STRAND
BOWLING & BILLIARD
PARLORS
Miller
ad
Webster
Clo. Co.
Wear
the Best
Wear
DOBBS
C APS
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Varsity swimmers at the University
of Wisconsin were f 3rbidden to dive
after pennies because. as they learned
fr .m their coach, their knowledge of
swimming was being used for financial
gain.
CONTC SING
Little P y—"Look ma. the circus has
,.me to town; there's one of the clowns."
Ma—"Hu-h. darling. That's not a
:lown. That's just a college man?'
--Beasitot.
oornell Univ. of Ithaca. N. Y.. dropped
225 student, from the school last te--
ta-cause of scholastic failure. accord
to figure; released recently. Two h- : •
• 0! were m--
College Photos
L. H. EATON
";i1 2!7 Ny•" -z•
ORONO
Studio
High Class Photography
BANGOR, MAINE
E. J. VIRGIE
Clothing
Haberdashery
Shoes
ORONO
The Olympic Games
France—Belgium—Germany
An exclusive sixty day student tour
Private motor fleet in Europe
For details address
Olympic Games Travel Tour
536A Main St. Worcester, Mass.
FOR SALE
Harley Davidson Motorcycle
See "DUTCH" BRASSEUR
Phi Kappa Sigma House
IDANSANTCHATEAU
- Dancing Every Wednesday
and Saturday
WATCH PAPERS FOR
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
BANGOR, MAINE
Oriental
Restaurant
We cater especially to College
trade
Exchange Street
BANGOR, MAINE
Dance Programs
BACON PRINTING CO.
-Dependable Printers-
22 STA TI Si'.. BA RIGOR. MAINE
TYPING AND DUPLICATING
ELIZABETH I. FIRTH
Public Stenographer
15 State Street Bangor. Maine
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How the Wind Bloweth
April 21, 1924
Mr. E. C. Cutting,
Editor—Campus,
Dear Mr. Cutting:
I have noticed with a great deal of in-
terest the encouraging fact that matters
of fundamental value to the University
are being frankly and freely discussed in
the editorial columns of the Campus as
well as in the letters of its correspon-
dents.
I am anxious, therefore, to bring to
tlw attention of the undergraduate body
the showing made by various national
fraternities and sororities at the Student
Volunteer Conference which was held on
ilw campus February 29-March 2 of this
year. At that time I wrote the heads of
the men's fraternities outlining in a gen-
eral way the purposes of the conference
and urging the participation of a large
number of the undergraduate body. I
tried to point out that it was a big op-
portunity to obtain material of great edu-
cative value as well as to help the Uni-
versity.
The figures which I give below are
cotnpiled partly from those on file at the
Registrar's office and partly from the
official list of registrants at the confer-
ence. They are as follows:
Fraternity No. in No. at % at
Frat. Conf. Conf.
Alpha Sigma Mu a 10 36
Phi Kappa Sigma 33 6 18
Sigma Phi Sigma 26 4 16
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 42 6 14
Phi Eta Kappa 38 4 11
Kappa Sigma 37 3 8
Phi Mu Delta 37 3 8
Sigma Nu 37 3 8
Alpha Tau Omega 34 2 6
Delta Tau Delta 31 2 6
Theta Chi 40 2 5
Sigma Chi 38 1 3
Beta Theta Pi 30 0 0
Lambda Chi Alpha 29 0 0
Phi Epsilon Pi 19 0 0
Phi Gamma Delta 36 0 0
Sorority No. in No. at % at
Sorority Conf. Conf.
Delta Delta Delta 23 17 74
l'i Beta Phi 15 5 3355
Phi Mu 17 4 24
Chi Omega 15 3 20
Alpha Omicron Pi 16 2 121/2
From the above figures there may be
gleaned some idea of the difficulties met
with in starting any project of an edu-
cative value other than those actually
proscribed as course work. The frater-
nities are supposed to be leaders in all
types of desirable campus activities. The
figures given are not of course a basis
for final valuation as to the activity of
any particular organization. It is, how-
ever, a somewhat interesting straw and
as such possibly indicates the way the
wind blows. At all events, I believe that
there is in the situation food for thought.
Sincerely yours,
C. C. Little
Spring Again
Spring is here! How do we know?
Certainly not by the weather. But there
are standard signs by which we always
recognife Spring. We awake in the
morning to find a beautiful day. With
joy in our hearts, and our books under
our arm, we start gaily for class. Over-
head is bite clouds are floating across a
deep blue sky. As we watch them, our
eyes are caught by some blackbirds fly-
ing along—suddenly utter blackness! A
-- -
few moments later, as we arise from the
ground we say, "Did some one hit me?"
Even as we watch, the mystery is ex-
plained. A student on his way to class
steps blithely upon a loose board in the
board walk, and is immediately "crowned"
with the other end of the board as it
flies up. This time we proceed more
cautiously with our eyes on the ground
instead of on the heavens. What! now
our new spring outfit is all spattered with
mud! Wrathfully we look after the de-
parting "bug" as it speeds on its way
quite unaware of the mischief it has
done. Deciding that the walks are dan-
gerous to the constitution, and roadways
to the vocabulary we decide to try the
grass. Oh how soft it is underfoot, I
do believe the trees are beginning to
bud. Crash,—who tripped me? As we
look around for some lurking enemy we
discover we have tripped over a board
that reads "Keep Off the Lawns!" With
a sigh we hunt up a cement walk and
stick to this for the rest of the day,
thankful that spring comes but once
a year.
S. J. R.
Spring Schedule
The following is the spring athletic
schedule at the University of Maine:
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Wed. Apr. 23—Brown at Providence
Thurs. Apr. 24—Conn. Aggies at Storrs
Fri, Apr. 25—R, I. State at Kingston
Sat. Apr. 26—Tufts at Medford
Mon. May 5—Harvard at Cambridge
Tues. May 6—N.H. Univ. at Durham
Sat, May 10—Bates at Orono
Wed. May 14—Bowdoin at Brunswick
Wed, May 21—Colby at Waterville
Fri. May 23—Tufts at Orono
Sat, May 24—Bates at Lewiston
Sat. May 31—Bowdoin at Orono
Weal. June 4—Colby at Orono
Sat. June 7—N.H. Univ. at Orono
FRESHMAN BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Sat. Apr. 26—Higgins Classical Inst.
at Orono
Wed, Apr. 30—
Sat. May 3—Kent's Hill at Orono
Wed. May 7—Varsity vs. Freshmen
Fri. May 9—Westbrook Sem. at
Orono
Sat. May 10—Hebron at Orono
Wed. May 14—
Fri. May 16—Coburn Classical at
Waterville
Wed. May 21—
Fri. May 23—Coburn Classical at
Orono
Sat. May 31—Higgins at Charleston
Sat. June 7—N.H. State Freshmen
at Durham
TRACK SCHEDULE
Sat. Apr. 26—N.H. Univ. at Orono
Sat. May 3—Interscholastics at
Orono
Sat. May 10—Hebron Acad.—Fresh-
men at Orono
Sat. May 17—Maine Intercollegiates
at Lewiston
May 24—N. England Intercol-
legiates at Cambridge
Sat. May 31—I.C.A.A.A.A. at Cam-
bridge
TENNIS SCHEDULE
Sat. May 10—Bates at Lewiston
Wed.-Thurs. May 14-15—State Meet
at Orono
Sat. May 24—Colby at Waterville
Pending —Boston University
Secondary Schools
To Compete Friday
- ---N-
The' Annual Prize Speaking Contest
for the Secondary Schools of Maine will
be held in the chapel Friday afternoon
and evening. The preliminary contest,
to select eight speakers for the final
competition in the evening, will com-
mence at 2 o'clock. The speeches in the
e‘ening will begin at 8 o'clock. The
admission is free and all students and
members of the faculty are cordially
invited. The contestants and the schools
they represent are as follows:
Bangor High School, Miss Josephine
Patterson: Brewer High School, Miss
Christine Sargent; Cony High School,
Miss Janet Chase: East Maine Confer-
ence Seminary, Miss Ethel Saunders;
Edward Little High School, Miss Attie
Webber; Hampden High School, Mr.
Amos Rowell: Kent's Hill Seminary,
Miss Doth French Maine Central In-
stitute. Miss Ruth Mudgett ; Old Town
High School, Miss Helen Spruce: Orono
High School, Mr. James Ashworth:
Rockland High School, Mr. Abraham
Fein: Stephens High School, Miss Mar-
garet McCarthy: Washington Academy.
Mr. Lowell Vose: Waterville High
School, Mr. Leonel Rodrigue.
_
CORRESPONDENCE
Schedule For Infra-
Mural Tennis Matches
Editor-in-Chief,
Maine Campus,
Dear Sir:
I wish to tell you that I tit' eve the
editorial of last week on spring camp of
the R.O.T.C. was entirely uncalled for.
I do not think the general attitude
toward the camp is as the article ex-
pressed the matter.
In the first place, how many students
are going to mourn because they are los-
ing a few days of instruction? I have
heard many complaints to the effect that
there are too few holidays, but I never
saw any grieving over too many. What
do the last few classes prior 10 exami-
nations amount to anyway? There is
never any real work done in them.
Again, the statement was made that
the expense for camp would be from
eight to ten dollars. May I ask from
whom the writer received that informa-
tion? The amount will not exceed $7.00
and those students residing in the dormi-
tories will have their board rebated for
that week. In the beginning, there was
some discussion as to whether the camp
should be held in Newport or Augusta.
The R.O.T.C. members were told that
the cost of going to Augusta would
probably be eight or nine dollars, yet,
regardless of that, 50% of the corps
voted for Augusta.
The editorial also states that "some,
strange as it may seem, would rather
follow the regular schedule of college
work than live in pup tents for five
days." Doubtless the writer of the edi-
torial will make something of himself
some (lay, if he goes through life with
that studious point of view. He admits
that it seems strange, and it does. I
ask, who would not rather spend the
five days out of doors, with swimming,
sports, and physical development as well
as mental coordination, than cooped up
in classrooms in June?
I have yet to see the serious effect of
a group of students getting through their
examinations with nothing to do a few
days before Commencement. All but
the Seniors will probably go home, and
the Seniors should know enough to he
able to take care of themselves for a
week. If they don't, they can come
along to military camp also.
In the remainder of the editorial, the
gist of the affair seems to be from a
monetary standpoint. I shall be deeply
sorry if anyone is injured financially by
the money they pay to attend military
camp. As to who was responsible for
making camp compulsory seems to be
aside from the matter now, when the so-
called unfair deed has been done. The
faculty have ruled the week off, and any
sentiment contrary to their ruling is dis-
loyal both to the faculty and the Uni-
versity. I should be pleased to talk with
anyone who is as dissatisfied as the
writer of the editorial.
N'ery respectfully yours,
W. Wesley Patterson.
 ss 
Symphony Coming
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra will
come to Alumni Hall for a concert again
this year on Wednesday, April 30th at 8
o'clock. Last year their concert was a
success in spite of extremely unfavorable
weather, and a much larger audience is
hoped for this year.
The Arts Club is acting as guarantor
for the Concert, and the proceeds will go
to the University Band, and to the Sym-
phony Orchestra Endowment Fund.
Tickets will be on sale by the members
of the University Band, and at the Uni-
versity Store.
51
Phi Sigma
—m—
Phi Sigma, the honorary biological so-
ciety initiated Tuesday night, eight stu-
dents and four faculty members and one
honorary member. Dr. Barbara Hunt of
Bangor.
The faculty members are Prof. Henry
NI. Halverson, Dwight Demerritt, Dr.
Karl Sax, and Dr. John Gowen.
The students are Egbert M. Andrews
of Gray, John A. Small of Newport,
Howard Reichc of Portland, David Ja-
cobs of Lawrence. Mass., Frank Hussey
of Presque Isle, Dwight L. Moody of
Danforth, Joseph Murray of Hampden
and Hervey Bean of Vienna.
51 
Elections to Phi Kappa Phi are as fol-
lows: Mary Lillian Copeland. Cecil
Gladstone Garland, Francis Edward
Ilandy. Beatrice Winnif red Johnson,
Fahelyn Marcia Percival, Ellen Victoria
Pierson, Clifford Sanford Reynolds.
The schedule of the Intra-mural tennis
tournament ha been arranged as fol-
lows. Beta Theta Pi, Sigma Nu and Sig-
ma Chi fraternities will arrange a date
before the new schedule starts to play off
last year's tournament This year each
organization will arrange with their op-
ponent for a court and a time for playing
(preferably one of the two dates given).
Failure to report will mean that a team
is disqualified.
The schedule:
Sigma Phi Sigma
vs
Sigma Nu
Theta Chi
vs
Phi Omega Delta
Beta Theta Pi
vs April 30 or May 1
Commons
Semi-Finals. May 21 or 22
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
April 30 or May 1vs
Delta Tau Delta
Kappa Sigma
vs April 30 or May 1
Phi Eta Kappa
Phi Kappa Sigma
vs April 30 or May 1
Lambda Chi Alpha
Semi-Finals, May 21 or 22
Phi Mu Delta
vs April 30 or May 1
Alpha Gamma Rho
Sigma Chi
vs April 30 or May 1
Alpha Tau Omega
Phi Gamma Delta
vs April 30 or May 1
Phi Epsilon Pi
Semi-Finals, May 21 or 22
Finals will be played off at some time
to be arranged later.
April 30 or May 1
April 30 or May I
Alpha Gamma Rho
Will Nominate for
A. A. Board Tuesday
On Friday, April 18, the Alpha Gam-
ma Rho Fraternity held its spring initi-
ation and banquet. The faculty speakers
were Professor George E. Simmons,
Professor Corbett and Professor E. R.
Iiitchiner. Professor Simmons, as
toastmaster, made the evening a decided
success.
George Hilton '24, John P. Downing
'25, Kenneth E. McFadden '26, John E.
Le Plant '25 and Robert Stewart '26
were the student speakers.
The initiates: Donald H. Ridley '27,
Sanford: 0. AV. Small '27, Farmington;
Alton L. Best '27, Allentown, Pa.; Ger-
ald Keene '27, Bridgton.
sa 
Phi Mu Tea
—m-
1 charmingly appointed tea was given
April 15th by the members of the Phi
Mu sorority at the home of Mrs. John
Huddilston in honor of Mrs. Beryl
Molleson of Ithaca, New York, presi-
dent of Beta Province.
The guests were received by Mrs.
Huddilston, Mrs. Molleson, Kathleen
Mahoney and Ruth Waterhouse. The
guests consisted of representatives of
each sorority and their patronesses. Miss
Aileen Bennett poured, assisted by the
Misses Rachel Huddilston, Shirley Rob-
erts, Betty Hunt, Anna Sargent, Helen
Mayo and Kathleen Hunt.
Varsity Tennis
—m—
The prospects for a winning varsity
tennis team are very good this year as
practically all of the men of last year's
team are still on the campus. The team
will be led by Bruce Davenport who is
captain this year.
Practice has been carried on in the
gymnasium thus far but the out door
courts will be in condition soon.
The schedule for this year:
May 10—Bates, Lewiston
Wed.-Thurs., May 14-15—State meet.
Orono
Sat. May 24—Colby, Waterville
Pending—Boston University
—hi--
There will be a meeting of the nomi-
nating committee of the Athletic Assoc:-
ation. Tuesday, April 29, 1924, at 7 P.M
in 3 Alumni Hall, to make nomination,
for the officers of the Athletic Associa-
tion for the year 1924-1925. The officer,
to be elected are: president, vice-presi-
dent, senior member, and secretary. Four
candidates for each office are nominated
The nominating committee is composed
of one representative from each frater-
nity and sorority, and representatives of
non-fraternity students in the ratio of
one representative for each 40 or major
fraction thereof.
The election will be held Tuesday,
May 13, 1924, from 1 to 5 P.M.
11 
Miss Arnold in Spain
Miss Frances Arnold of the Spanish
Department who was granted a leave of
absence for study in Spain is now in
Madrid. Miss Arnold sailed June 21
from N. Y. taking a tour thru Southern
France and Spain, later attending the
fall and winter courses at the Centro
Estudios Historicos.
During the first few months of her
stay in Madrid, she lived at the Instituto
Internacional, a school founded by an
American woman to provide a home for
American girls studying in Spain, but
which now forms a part of the Resi-
dencia de Senortas.
At present thru the kindly efforts of
Senorita Maria de Maeztu, directora de!
Grupo de Senoritas, she is pleasantly lo-
cated in a cultured Spanish family where
no English is spoken.
Miss Arnold leaves Spain soon to vis-
it France and Italy, returning home in
June.
Spring Camp
"Plans for the spring camp are by no
means complete as yet," says Major
Glover, "but we shall expect in another
week to be able to give the Campus a
fairly complete outline of the program."
"We are now working hard on the
arrangements for railroad transporta-
tion, equipment, preparation of the camp
site, food supplies, and what is most
important of all—the cooks."
The reporter mentioned that a good
many fellows were worrying as to
whether they would be required to wear
their blouses or coats at the camp.
Major Glover laughed heartily at this
and said. "Certainly not. Tell them they
ik ill probably take them down, but they
will be worn only for formal dress."
Hardy's Tivoli Orchestra of Worces-
ter will be the attraction at the Junior
Prom, May 10. It is rarely indeed that
such music as this is heard on the cam-
pus, as those who attended the Winter
Carnival will testify. Hardy's Orches-
tra is composed of seven pieces. They
play regularly at Hotel Bancroft and
the Copley Plaza. It was previously
understood that this orchestra would be
at the Track Club Cabaret, but, such is
not the case. The Junior Prom will be
the last opportunity to hear them this
seas 'n.
Co-ed (on telephone)—"Hello."
Man—"Hello, Ruth. Do you know
who this is?"
Co-ed—"I'm awfully sorry, Arthur.
but I don't seem to recognize
voice."—Varnith.
your
WANTED
Men and women for fast
selling household article. To
persons demonstrating their
success I have an attractive
proposition.
Carlton H. Macomber '08
Quaker Hill
Portsmouth, R. I.
Get Extra Credits at Home
More than 450 courses in Iiistory, English. Mathematics,Chemistry.
Zoo1ocy. M 'dem Languages, Economies, Philasoptiv, :Sociolt y. etc..
are given by correspondence. Learn how the ci edit they yield may
be applied on your colleee program. Catalog dc-scribing courses full
furnished on request. Write today.
y.
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In Planning The
Junior Week
House Party
the greatest assurance of suc-
cess in proportion to the ex-
pense is in the decorations.
DENNISON GOODS
practically all require-
ments.
Our stock is complete at all
times, and special orders are
tilled immediately
Dillingham's
Bangor, Maine
•
Cornell University
Summer Session
in LAW
FIRST TERM, JUNE 23 TO JULY 30
CONTRACT, Professor Ballan-
tine, of the Univ. of Minnesota
Law Faculty.
PROPERTY, Mr. Whiteside, of
the Cornell Law Faculty.
WILLS, Professor Vance, of the
Yale Law Faculty.
INSURANCE, Professor Vance.
PRACTICE, Professor McCaskill,
of the Cornell Law Faculty.
l'ARTNERSHIP, Professor Stev-
ens, of the Cornell Law Faculty.
SECOND TERM, JULY 31 TO SEPT. 5
CONTRACT, continued.
AGENCY, Mr. Whiteside.
PRIVATE CORPORATIONS,
Professor Stevens.
TRUSTS, Professor Scott, of the
Harvard Law Faculty.
DAMAGES, Professor Dobie, of
the Univ. of Virginia Law Fac-
ulty.
TAXATION, Professor Dobie.
Students may begin the study of
law in the summer session.
for catalog, address the
College of Law, Ithaca, N. Y.
— - 
— - 
- -
HAVE
140
NOTICED
a
•
The Musical Club's trip to Philadel-
phia?
No more flapjacks?
"Chet" Ring has returned?
S.A.E. reunion at the Chateau?
Dr. Ellis giving a real cut?
How the freshman girls rope in the
pins?
The "keep-off-the-grass" signs?
The blackbird serenades?
"Pat" has fallen again?
51 
The Stetson Shoe
"Quality Unexcelled"
LATEST COLLEGIATE
MODELS
)r(lers taken
1))-
GINGER FRASER
S. A. E. House Tel. 120
BASE BALL
AND
TENNIS GOODS
at
F. C. PARK
Hardware
Orono
Sorority Pledges
The following girls were pledged to
sororities following announcement of
mid semester ranks of the spring term:
Pi Beta Phi: Florence MacKirk '27,
Bangor; Bessie Muzzy '27, Greenfield.
Delta Delta Delta: Elizabeth Sawyer
'27, Bangor.
Alpha Omicron Pi: Olivia Newcomb
'27, Carmel.
Kappa Nu Alpha: Harriet Page '25,
Orono.
Dinner Parties
I The board oi Trustees have formally
accepted an offer from the local chapter
i of Phi Beta Kappa which will establish' a scholarship for a student doing gradu-ate work in the Arts and Sciences.This Scholarship provides a year'sfree tuition in the Graduate School. and
the award is not restricted, as in case of
the other scholarships offered by the
University, to members of the graduat-
ing class. The recipient need not be a
member of Phi Beta Kappa, and may be
a graduate of another college or univer-
sity.
Anyone interested should consult with
Dean Stevens or Dean Chase for further
information in regard to form of appli-
cation. This should be done as soon as
possible. so that the award may be made
before Commencement.
U 
FRESHMEN AT MICHIGAN PAY FOR
CLASS SPIRIT
The freshman class of Michigan Uni-
versity will have to foot a bill of over
fifty dollars for the removal of a flag
bearing the numerals of 1927 from the
top of the flag staff. The banner was
hoisted into position and the rope cut,
making it impossible to lower the flag
without climbing to the top of the mast.
Arrangements have been made to have
a man climb the pole and straighten
things out.—Thc Tech.
RIGHT I
Cub reporter—"Say, d'ya know where
I can get a good story—something ex-
citing?"
Roommate—"Sure, I know where you
can get a dandy divorce story right here
on the campus."
Reporter (excitedly)—"Say, is that
so? Tell me where, quick."
Roommate—"Library. Ask for 'Don
Juan'."—Long Distance.
Diemand: "Fat, why are you mailing
all the empty envelopes?"
Edstrom: "I'm cutting classes in a
correspondence school."
Rum—Ho hum! There's nothing new
under the sun.
Bum—No, and there's also a lot of
old stuff pulled off under the moon.
In order to get some first-hand in-
formation on the life a hobo leads, a
student at Ohio State tried it one night.
After making up his appearance to fit
the role, he went out seeking a place to
spend the night. The object of the ex-
periment was to get accurate material
for the Sociology class.
COLLEGIATE TAKE TO WINGS
Oberlin College students recently held
a Wing Collar Day. All those who did
not appear thusly attired were severely
petialized.—Es.
DEAN WANTS A LIFT?
Students having cars at Ohio Wes-
leyan are required to register them with
the dean, if they wish to continue driv-
ing them. No fee is charged for reg-
it rat ion.—Cimt. Bearcat.
He: Who was the first radio expert
mentioned in the Bible?
She: I couldn't guess.
He: Adam. He had a loud speaker
• made from his spare parts.—N. E. Tech.
Soph.: "Are you taking anyone to the
Prom?"
Frosh: "Nape, I'd rather go to Eu-
rope this summer."—Conn. Campus.
little boy (outside a zebra cage)—
Is that a white horse with black stripes
or a black horse with white stripes?
Colored boy—Neither, that's a sport
model Jack Ass.
Late to bed
And early to rise.
Keeps the dear brothers
From wearing my ties.
New Scholarship
--sa —
One of the splendid results of the
discussion groups established by Sher-
wood Eddy is the weekly dinner parties
arranged between Mt. Vernon ad Balen-
tine. Each Wednesday night fifteen
girls from Mt. Vernon are to come to
Balentine for dinner and fifteen Balen-
tine girls go to Mt. Vernon. The first
exchange was last Wednesday and was
very successful. The girls all enjoyed
themselves. The purpose of this ex-
change is to further the friendship be-
tween the girls in each house and to
substitute Maine spirit for dormitory
spirit.
PERHAPS HE'S RESTING
A former child prodigy who read and
wrote when he was two years old, and
who graduated from Harvard at the age
of eleven years, is now working an add-
ing machine. His salary is $23 a week.
—University News
FILLERS
Romn: "Who gave you that black
eye?"
Mate: "Nobody gives me anything.
I fought for it."—Red and Black.
Customer: "I'd like to see something
cheap in a straw hat."
Shop Assistant: "Try this one on. The
mirror is on your left"
Recently a straw vote was held at Yale
University on the Volstead Act. Only
655 from a total of 2,272 were in favor
of the law.
CO-EDS WANT SMOKING Room
Brown University women of the
minority group would like to have a
smoking room, it was learned at the
women's student government convention.
Eleven of the colleges and universities
represented had no rule against smok-
ing. and one college reported a rule per-
mitting students to smoke.—Brown Un-
versity.
Thirteen students in the department of
military science and tactics in the Uni-
Nersity of Ohio, were suspended from
the University recently and deprived of
all university privileges for the remain-
der of the semester. Credit for work
done in other courses than military sci-
ence will also be lost. Continued unex-
cused absences were given as the cause
for the suspension, according to Colonel
Townsend. commandant.
China boasts the oldest university in
the world. It is the White Deer Gretto
University in Kiangsi province. It was
founded in 960 A.D. and it antedates
Salerno, the oldest European university.
—Hornet
Varsity swimmers at the University
of Wisconsin were forbidden to dive
after pennies because, as they learned
from their coach, their knowledge of
swimming was being used for financial
gain.
CONFUSING
Little Boy—"Look, ma, the circus has
come to town; there's one of the clowns."
Ma—"Hush, darling. That's not a
down. That's just a college man."
—Bcartpot.
Cornell Univ. of Ithaca, N. Y., dropped
225 students from the school last term
because of scholastic failure, according
to figures released recently. Two hun-
dred a-d ne were men.
College Photos
L. H. EATON
Tel. 217 Mill St.
ORONO
NO one evergets tired of
Melachrinos—
their unfailing
quality is a con-
stant satisfaction.
MEL
MELACHRINO
"The One Cigarette Sold the World Over"
Penobscot Grill
169 Exchange St.
BANGOR
Pay us a visit when in town
•
CAMPBELL'S INC.
140 bk., FLANGE ST., BANGOR, ME.
The best place to buy your athletic supplies and sporting goods
"A Safe Place to Trade."
Make our store your Bangor Headquarters.
You will he most welcome.
WATCH FOR
Big Bowling Contest
TO START
AT THE STRAND
BOWLING & BILLIARD
PARLORS
Miller
ad
Webster
Clo. Co.
Wear
the Best
Wear
DOBBS
CAPS
—
Chalmers' Studio
High Class Photography
BANGOR, MAINE
E. J. VIRGIE
Clothing
Haberdashery
Shoes
ORONO
The Olympic Games
France—Belgium—Germany
An exclusive sixty day student tour
Private motor fleet in Europe
For details address
Olympic Games Travel Tour
536A Main St., Worcester, Mass.
FOR SALE
Harley Davidson Motorcycle
See "DUTCH" BRASSEUR
Phi Kappa Sigma House
CHATEAU
DANSANT
Dancing Every Wednesday
and Saturday
WATCH PAPERS FOR
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
BANGOR, MAINE
Oriental
Restaurant
We cater especially to College
trade
Exchange Street
BANGOR, MAINE
Dance Programs
BACON PRINTING CO.
"Dependable Printers"
22 STATE Si., BANGOR, MAINE
TYPING AND DUPLICATING
ELIZABETH I. FIRTH
Public Stenographer
15 State Street Bangor, Maine
Patronize Our Advertisers
4 TZE MAINE CAMPUS
THIS WEEK
The Men's Store
SELLS
Semi.Soft Arrow Collars
IN
Brant, Wade, Bard and Teale
Styles
3 FOR A DOLLAR. ALSO SILK
STRIPED SHIRTS IN A VARIETY OF
COLORS AT
$1.25 Each
FREESE'S
BANGOR
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF RETAILING
The SCII..1,1 I.f Retailing trains for
Merchandising
Advertising
Personnel
Finance
executi% c positions.
Training
Teaching
Service
and Control
Merchants are eager to secure trained men and women in these fields.
Service Fellowships
Certificate  1 year
M. S. in Retailing . . . . 2 years
Illustrated booklet on application For further information write
DR. NORRIS A. BRISCO,
Director of New York University School of Retailing, 100
Washington Square, New York City
Patronize Our Advertisers
Gigantic Hoax Regarding "Loco-
motive Lion" Now Laid Bare
by Professor
(Continued from Page One)
of Maine. and posed in the 1921 pageant
as a "Veazie" locomotive.
The second railroad to be built in the
United States was the Bangor and
Piscataquis line connecting the Brown-
ville slate quarries with shipping facili-
ties in Bangor. This road was later ex-
tended to Old Town. Col. Veazie bought
it in 1847, after which it was known as
the "Veazie Railroad." It had two loco-
motives, neither of which was the lion.
Goods were brought from New York
and Boston to Bangor by packet and
schooner, and then by railroad around
Penobscot rapids to Old Town. From
this point goods were shipped by steam
packet lines from Old Town and Mil-
ford to Mattawamkeag, and thus took
goods to points which reached lumber
camps.
New Fraternity
The new fraternity, Theta Phi Kappa,
was founded at the University of Maine.
December 13. 1923. At the present time
there are 35 members.
The charter members are: T. J. Carlin
24, M. C. Gentile '24, F. M. Lindahl '24,
M. H. O'Conner '24, T. P. O'Conner '24,
1. G. Small '24. E. M. Curran '25, G. F.
Kellehier '25. H. E. Macdonald Jr. '25,
J. N. Mangan '25, R. W. Rafferty '25,
W. D. Scannell '25, D. J. Smart '25, D.
L. Sullivan '25, H. L. Brennick '26, P.
F. J. Carr '26. J. D. Doherty '26, G. A.
Durgan '26. J. E. McCormick '26, J. R.
Anderson '26. K. E. O'Connell '26, J. C.
Simon '26. T. J. Maher '25, and W. F.
Muir '25.
The pledges are: C. W. Boucher '25,
E. E. Gonyer '26, C. E. Morancy '26.
A. J. Pannoni '26, F. J. Andrews '27, A.
A. Beaker '27. W. T. Bouchard '27, M.
L. Lavorgna '27, J. D. O'Neil '27, and
P. A. Whitehouse '27.
Initiation of the pledges took place
Tuesday. The members hope to be in
a house next September.
PITCHERS THREE
Three brothers are candidates for
pitcher on the Ohio State baseball team.
This advertisement. sill•iiiitted by S. H. Lehensburger of the University of Pennsylvania, was
awarded the first prize in the Postum Cereal Company's intercollegiate advertising contest.
.`Grape-Nuts',
and Psychology
An interesting letter
from 41 student at the
University qf Pennsylvania
POsTI'M CEREAL COMPANY, INC.
Bat tit. Creek, Michigan
Centlemen:
Today in psychology cla.ss we had
fill tAlwritnent known as the mental
imagery experiment in which we
were given the Galion Breakfast
Table Blank to fill out.
The procedure of this interesting
experiment was first go recall in the
"mind's eye" the breakfast table as
we sat down to it that morning and
to call up its general appearance:
the table, the food, dishes, and those
present.
This is what happened to me:
I tried to recall the appearance of
the table, the dishes, those who sat
at the table with me—the only thing
University of Pennsylvania
January 1.2, 19.24
that I could recall was my breakfast
food—"Grape-Nuls:' I could see
plainly in my mental imagery the
crisp and wonderfully delicious dish
of my breakfast food anti the well-
known box of Grape-Nuts.
The cause for this mental imagery
of "Grape-Nuts" was that we are
0..conseious of environment through
sensations ''—t hat we will recall in
mental imagery those things that
have made a favorable impression
upon our minds.
I have eaten "Grape-Nuts" since
the time I started to grade school
anti your famous slogan "There's a
Reason" explains it all.
Fours for a well-balanced food,
(SifpNwt) S. H. ',EBENSBURG=
"There's a Reason" for Grape-Nuts
The popular college breakfast food
Served at alt Fraternity Houses and Restaurants
MADE BY POSTUM CEREAL ('OMPANY, INC., BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
APRIL SHOWERS
TOWER'S
\FISH BRAND
TERPROOF CLOTHING
YELLOW OR OLIVE)
(YELLOW OR OLIVE
A.J.TOW ER CO. BoSTON
 a
As English
As
London
ARE THE NEW MODEL TWO AND THREE
BUTTON LOOSE SACK SUITS, SO MUCH IN
VOGUE AMONG COLLEGE MEN, IN BEAU-
TIFUL FOREIGN WOOLENS, IN THE NEW
SHADES OF BLUE AND GREY.
"CAMPUS TOGS FO .2 COLLEGE MEN"
ohn T. Clark Company
"THEY ARE ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED"
•••••M•
STRAND THEATRE
Thurs. April 24—Agnes Ayres
"DON'T CALL IT LOVE"
Comedy
Fri. April 25—Original Cast in
"POTASH & PERLMUTTER"
Comedy and News
Sat. April 26—Buck Jones
"HELL'S HOLE"
Comedy
Mon. April 28—Al-m. S. Hart
"SINGER JIM McKEE"
Comedy
Tues. April 29—Holbrook Bleuse
"THE BAD MAN"
Comedy
in Wed. April 30—Gloria Swanson
"THE HUMMING BIRD"
Comedy and News
University of Maine
College of Agriculture
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Technology
For catalog address
PRESIDENT CLARENCE COOK LITTLE
Orono, Maine
GEORGE A. KING
King's Ice Cream Parlor
Shop for PURITY Ice Cream and Dainty Candies
STUDENT'S SUPPLIES
AT
UNIVERSITY STORE
Fernald Hall
 1
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